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It's our second newsletter of 2023 and we're delighted to bring you a guest feature full of

practical tips on building resilience and self-care. We hope you can join us on the 2nd of

February for a webinar with the author, Dr. Amer Kaissi, where he'll be sharing advice on

steps you can take to maintain your wellbeing...

Guest article /

The Power of Resilience

Resilience has always been an important attribute for professionals, especially in
healthcare organizations. However, the recent COVID-19 pandemic has magnified
the setbacks and stressors. As a result, there is in an increased need for
professionals to develop and maintain resilience. Before we discuss how to achieve
that, it is important to define what resilience is.

A common understanding of resilience is the ability to handle setbacks and to deal
with chronic stress. Setbacks are personal and professional challenges that may
impact professionals in a negative way. And while some stress is inevitable, chronic
stress can lead to extreme exhaustion and burnout and therefore needs to be
prevented or at least mitigated. The main idea is that professionals have the ability to
influence and impact their team’s and organization’s resilience through their words
and actions. But in order to do that, they have to build and maintain their self-
resilience first.

One of the most important mindset shifts for professionals to develop and maintain
resilience is to realize that resilience is about how they recharge, not how they
endure. The old-fashioned way of thinking, assumed that enduring, suffering,
powering through and grinding out were the hallmarks of resilience. However, recent
research has revealed that this view is very different from what resilience actually is.

Click here to read the full article

Attend this / 
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Register for an insight-packed webinar
with Dr. Amer Kaissi that will leave you
feeling inspired and equipped to build
and maintain your own strategies for
self-care. February 2nd, 2023. Live
Spanish interpretation provided. Book
your place here: ISSUP

Recovery Support Reading List

Recovery is a process that often takes
significant time and effort to achieve
and maintain. Here you will find a
selection of resources and pieces of
research relating to the topic of
recovery support. Available in the
ISSUP Knowledge Share here: ISSUP

ISSUP Kenya meet with WIMIT

ISSUP Kenya President Dr. Pamela

Kaithuru attended a meeting with Women

In Mental Health Interventions and

Treatment (WIMIT). WIMT is made up of

women who run facilities dealing with

SUD's prevention and treatment, most of

them aimed at supporting women. Read

more: ISSUP

ISSUP The Bahamas National Chapter Launch Event
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The Executive Committee and
Members of ISSUP Bahamas National
Chapter, in conjunction with its host
organization, Sandilands Rehabilitation
Center, are pleased to announce the
date of their official launch, which will
take place on 2 February 2023 at the
University of the Bahamas.

The event will be broadcast live. Please
click here for further information and
registration details: ISSUP

2023 Conferencia Regional de ISSUP en Argentina

¡Las Inscripciones para la Conferencia Regional ISSUP Argentina 2023 están
abiertas! El evento se llevará a cabo del 17 al 22 de abril, 2023. El tema del evento
de este año es “Formación y evidencias para fortalecer los programas". Podrá
encontrar más información sobre el evento en el siguiente enlace: ISSUP

Cursos gratuitos en línea CIJ / ISSUP México
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Women’s Access to Substance Use Treatment Centers: the
Swedish Approach

Don't miss this webinar that CICAD is co-hosting with Sweden’s Public Health
Agency on February 16th, 2023. English/Spanish interpretation will be available.
Register to attend here: ISSUP

Webinars and events
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26 January | ISSUP Nigeria begin their
2023 Knowledge Update Webinar
Series with a talk by Maria Mfon
Ilugbuhi on substance use prevention
in schools. Register

2 February | Resilience in Leadership:
Key Behaviors for Self-Care and Caring
for Others with executive coach, author
and Professor of Healthcare
Administration Dr. Amer Kaissi. 
Register

9 February | ICUDDR, ISSUP and
ISAM invite you to their upcoming joint
webinar on Outpatient Alcohol
Withdrawal Management: A Tool for
Global Practice Settings. Register

Knowledge Share

The ISSUP Knowledge Share holds a wealth of information submitted by our
members and partners. Read the sharing guide and make your first post today.

Dr. Aaron Norton on Addressing
Medical Cannabis Use

Recovery Pathways online course
for addiction professionals
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Overview of SPYM Children De-
Addiction Center, India

Professionals of CIJ receive UTC
training

Jobs & Training Opportunities

NIDA INVEST Postdoctoral Research Fellowship
Short-term consultant VNGOC, Austria
UTC Self-Led Courses (English and Spanish courses available)
Master's degree (Mgr./MSc) in Addictology

Do you have a job advert or opportunity you would like to publish in the ISSUP
newsletter? Contact us or post vacancies in the Job Network to reach more
professionals. 

Click here for the latest issue of the ATTC Newsletter

Add to the ISSUP
Knowledge Share here

Click here to become a member of
ISSUP!

Was this email forwarded to you? Sign up here to receive our monthly updates and news.

ISSUP, c/o HW Fisher, Acre House, 11-15 William Road, London, NW1 3ER
United Kingdom
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